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About This Game

You are playing as a former miner, who worked in one of the mines of the Ural Mountains in the Soviet Union. One day, a
series of powerful aftershocks interrupted your work, and soon an arrival of emergency State Commission was announced.

Everyone were asked to finish their job and rise to the surface. The next day, at the mine entrance, military forced you to sign
non-disclosure documents. Five years after these events, at a time when the Soviet Union is collapsing, and the mine is

completely unguarded, you decide to find out what really happened in the mine and reveal its secrets.

You will find a fascinating and frightening adventure through the old mine, where you have to hide from enemies in order to
survive. Approximate duration of gameplay for about 3 hours on 5 unique maps

The game uses my own game engine. The game took me four years to make, every part of the game and the engine were written
from scratch.
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Title: The Mine
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Stepanov Dmitriy
Publisher:
Stepanov Dmitriy
Release Date: 20 Dec, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or Higher

Processor: Dual-Core Processor @ 1.8 GHz

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: Video Card with Shader Model 3.0 support and 512 Mb VRAM (AMD HD 4870)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 800 MB available space

English,Russian
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Lots of fun and a great trip down memory lane.

It really captures the feel of the old sierra games and updates some things without losing the feel of the originals.

And a great price!

I was able to get all the achievements and all the points but a few were tricky to find.
https://youtu.be/vshSEOTF7mI. Finally seems to be stable after all these years. A great RTS with a great air strike system.. Not
worth $20.
Game lacks crucial descriptions and interactivity. All they had to do was structure a half decent game and it would be okay.
They did not.. Overall a very useful program. Animating is relatively painless, and export to Unity 5 went well, with only one
animation we tested going crazy after import. (Still can't figure out why...) I paid $30 and also bought all the DLC packs for half
price, so I view this as a really good investment. If you need the tool to create animations for a Unity 2D project, it is well worth
the $60 price.

I kind of got concerned after buying the DLC when I read that there were "Essential" versions of them already included with
Spriter Pro. So I did a comparison of each and thought I would share what I learned.

The Essentials Version of the Adventure Platformer Pack includes the following:
Bonus Numbers
Fire Effects
Goblin Enemy
Pick Up Icons
Male Player
Female Player Skin
Wonky Skeleton

Adventure Platformer Pack includes the following that are not in the essentials version:
Bat Enemy
Brutus Boss
Electricity Effects
Explosion Effects
Impact Effects
Magic Effects
Blood Splatter Effects
Cat Player Skin
Reaper Enemy
Spider Enemy
Totem Enemy

The Essentials Version of the Basic Platformer Pack includes the following:
Bonus Numbers
A Few Effects
One Helmeted Enemy
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Pick Up Icons
Male Player
Female Player Skin

Basic Platformer Pack includes the following that are not in the essentials version:
Armadillo Enemy
Turtle Boss
More Effects
Two Additional Helmeted Enemies
Stompy Enemy
Ghost Enemy
Hopper Enemy
Mole Enemy
Mouthfish Enemy
Spearfish Enemy
Cat Player Skin
Robot Player Skin
20+ Gun Variations

The Essentials Version of the Game Effects Pack includes the following:
Bonus Numbers (0 and 1)
2 lightning Strikes
1 Explosion (A Few Variations Possible)
1 Flame
8 Impacts
4 Magic Effects
2 Shooter Effects
2 Blood Splatters

Game Effects Pack includes the following that are not in the essentials version:
Bonus Numbers (2, 3, 5, and 7; All in Run N' Gun Essentials)
4 lightning Strikes
4 Explosions (Many Variations Possible)
4 Impacts
4 Magic Effects (only blue flame not in Adventure Platformer Pack)
5 Shooter Effects
3 Blood Splatters (only 1 not in Adventure Platformer Pack)

The Essentials Version of the Run N' Gun Platformer Pack includes the following:
Bonus Numbers (All numbers, both blue and orange)
4 Impacts
7 Magic Effects
10 Fire and Smoke Effects
Pick Up Icons
Male Player
Female Player Skin
10+ MegaEffects
Weapons Effects
Player Shots
6 Enemy Variations

Run N' Gun Platformer Pack includes the following that are not in the essentials version:
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Dragon Robot Boss with Effects
1 lightning Strike (Part of Game Effects Pack)
Enemy Shots
Robot Boss
Robo Flinger Enemy
RoboRabbit Enemy
RoboStumpy Enemy
RoboWheeler Enemy
RoboBat Enemy
RoboSkeleton Enemy
RoboSpider Enemy

If you have a need for easy to include content with a great license for commercial distribution in a game, the DLC could be your
ticket. There are hundreds, if not thousands, of hours worth of artwork included here. It has a consistent vissual style and would
all fit together in one game without clashing visually. If you do programming challenges like Ludum Dare, this would be great
base artwork to free you time to work on game play instead. To be honest, it is worth the cost simply as an extensive set of
examples of how to build your own animations. You could even simply reskin these animations with your own character parts
and be good to go. Worth it at full price. A must buy at any discount over 40%.
. Some usability and UI issues keep this game from being great. You need too many mouse clicks for some basic actions, and
lacks feedback on some others, keyboard shortcuts also seem to be absent, I guess it's the legacy a game ported from touch
based mobile platforms.

Other than that its an excellent Tower Defense type of game, addictive gameplay, some light humor and above all beautifully
design graphics with a glowy tron-like art style and amusingly cute characters.. Short and sweet, the puzzles are challenging but
feel just right.. The game is okay at the moment. It bears a small resemblence to that of Neo Scavenger.. Only without the
crafting part.
It's basically a game where you move your group of survivers around a large map. Scavenge food and items, meanwhile trying to
get to an airport for instance.
The mood setting is quite good. The gameplay is... blah... The combat part of the game is what disappoints me the most, this
needs to be reworked or revisited somehow, the current system isn't that fun.
When reaching the airport in my tutorial, the game CTD'ed on me.

All in all the game has potential and is looking promising for what it is and tries to show. And it's only 5\u20ac - And because of
that, I'll recommend it.
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Pros:
Let's be honest:
1. It has kitten.
2. It's simple.
3. It's FREE.
So I played it.
When you've reached certain age that you either:
1. become so lazy,
2. become too tired to bother,
3. enjoy the Smiths,
4. or can't no longer handle complex gaming (like me),
you'll need game like this (probably).
*Cons:
I don't like the voice acting. I find it annoying and kind of ruins the game experience.
I know, I know, this game is FOR KIDS, but still.
Hope there were someway to mute the voice acting sound,
or just simply turn it to real cat's meowing (it will be better that way).
But because it has kitten in it, I will recommend it.. Good game, a little too short tho.
8/10.. I enjoyed this game while playing my first game session. The trimming thing is pretty hard to do, but meh I guess that's
how the game goes. I also respect the choice of having known color scheme knowledge for this game.. ahhh i got motion sick cz
of this game.... Sigh Creator why did you cancel it this game is really fun like the ALTS are awsome plus I AM WAITING FOR
STORY AND ONLINE
. Looking at the Steam charts, reviews section, forums and after playing Slam Bolt Scrappers for some time, I'm sure about one
thing - it's one of most underrated indie games I ever played. The whole idea and gameplay in this game is very fun! It's hard at
begin to play with mouse + keyboard and it's easy to be lost, but after few games you get used to it. It's not really dull or boring,
if you give up after few missions or after playing a match with bots then maybe yeah, but this is not how you enjoy Slam Bolt
Scrappers. The only thing that's missing is online multiplayer option. Not everyone have someone irl to play games together and
game like this could bring a few more players :) If you like all kind of tetris-like games mixed with other genres and interesting
mechanics, you will enjoy this one.. amazing game
. The guide book in the game folder has errors.The guide book on steam community pages is really useful.
The characters of this game really looks nice.. Great game with nreally imaginative there environments, lots and lots of objects
to interact with and a story that so far is quite good. It all makes up for an amazing experience that everyone should try out.

There are still a few bugs though. Had some problems with not being able to unlock doors and the sonic screwdriver thingie
getting stuck in the lock. By accident I found out that by going through a door physically and then restarting the game you can
glitch through.
Also, although the puzzles are easy and there is lots of help, it is more difficult to figure out where to go next. I have been
everywhere from the kitchen in the basement to the observatory but can no longer figure out where to go next - please include
tips on where to go next!
Also, as many others have been pointing out, movement is a bit slow!. gr8 insperations for e-sports gamers..!!!!
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